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3 ESSENTIAL SKILLS EVERY LEADER NEEDS TO CREATE A
HIGH-PERFORMING TEAM, STAND OUT, AND GET PROMOTED

Your next promotion isn’t going to be about you. It’s going to be about what you
inspire in others. There’s one skill that gets talked about in corporate circles more
than anything else. A skill that separates individual contributors from the influencers
and impact players. A skill that sets top performers apart from the pack. And that skill
is leadership.
But the truth is, there’s no such thing as leadership –
it’s actually a collection of skills, relationships, and
abilities a person needs to rise up the ranks in their
organization. There’s just one catch. A person
working alone – even if they work hard – is not a
leader. Leaders rise to the top because they know
how to confidently and effectively influence other
people – whether they are direct reports,
collaborators, or bosses. The good news is, this can
be learned.
Join Jo Ilfeld, PhD and founder of Incite to
Leadership for a refreshing and frank talk about the
leadership skills they don’t teach you in business school.

Here’s what you’ll learn in this presentation:
The simple key to quickly build a cohesive
team that produces stellar results
The most common communication
mistake that managers make – and what
to do instead so things go your way (no
matter what)
How to achieve the outcome you want at
ANY meeting without coming off as an
unlikeable – or a know it all
Two keys to develop your personal power
and influence at work so your reputation
paves the way for your next promotion

— Who Would Benefit from Attending —
Business Professionals and leaders who are leading teams or influencing members of a
team and are ready to direct their team with greater confidence and effectiveness. This
presentation teaches the skills of influence necessary to create high-performing teams.
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FAST TRACK YOUR CAREER AND PROMOTIONS: HOW TO NOT LET
YOUR FEAR OF FAILURE HOLD YOU BACK – STARTING TODAY

You’re ready to take on new workplace challenges, but you’re probably focused
on the wrong things. It’s easy to find yourself stuck in a cycle of taking small risks,
reaping little rewards, and then blaming yourself for not achieving your goals.
To be a recognized leader in the
workplace you must develop successful
decision-making and planning
strategies. In this presentation you’ll
discover the habits and perspectives
that are holding you back from
leadership success. You’ll come away
with breakthrough insights and practical
actions you can use immediately to
develop the confident, effective
leadership that your team needs.

In this presentation we’ll
explore:
The REAL reason most
professionals fail to attain the
nosiness success they desire
How to focus on the ‘right’ work opportunities
The #1 mistake you’re making when it comes to addressing new professional
challenges (and the easy fix to avoid it)
3 things you MUST know to successfully lead others
The secret you need to take bold action and create workplace wins

— Who Would Benefit from Attending —
Business Professionals and leaders who recognize they are not fully pursuing their
goals and aspirations, who struggle with perfectionism, or who don’t confidently reach
for more visibility in their organization and want to be working from their full potential.
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WHY TIME MANAGEMENT ALWAYS FAILS. (AND WHAT YOU NEED
TO KNOW INSTEAD TO BE PRODUCTIVE)

Whether you’re leading work teams, managing your role and projects as a key
team player, or busy creating your own path, it’s likely your to-do list is a mile
long and you often end the day frustrated by what you didn’t accomplish. Then the
next day you wake up and do it all over again. You can start to feel like the hamster on
the wheel not making fast enough progress on your goals.
Join leadership coach, Jo Ilfeld, PhD, in this presentation and learn breakthrough
insights and practical solutions you can implement immediately. You’ll come away
being more in control of your
time, more productive, and able
to create a greater sense of
fulfillment in your life.

In this presentation you will
learn:
The #1 reason you’re probably
overwhelmed (and what to do
about it)
The top work habit you can
start today to increase your
productivity
2 simple ways to quickly build
in accountability that works
How to take this practical
information and turn it into
immediate results in
productivity

— Who Would Benefit from
Attending —
Business Professionals and entrepreneurs who feel overworked and overwhelmed,
struggle to get everything done, and know they could be more productive with their
time.
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“Our conference attendees are highly educated, successful
professionals, so it was imperative to offer articulate,
thoughtful, and innovative speakers and topics to motivate
and guide attendees into effective action. Jo delivered on all
this and more. The audience was eagerly engaged
throughout the workshop - a large group of participants
surrounded her after she spoke, and attendees sought her
out throughout the day. Attendees rated her workshop
9.7/10. We definitely want to bring Jo back to speak at our
next event.”
“During the presentation Jo was warm, engaging and highly
relatable, allowing everyone to listen intently and participate
in the exercises and discussions. Jo brought a special
blend of humor and insight to a topic that can hold back
many working professionals. I received wonderful feedback
after the talk about how much people had enjoyed the
session and how much practical knowledge and useful
insights they were taking away to start using immediately in
their day-to-day lives, both at work and at home. I’m
excited about the changes I’m hearing about in these
women's willingness to think bigger in their work roles.
Thank you for an inspiring and practical talk that resonated
with so many.”

“Jo gave immediately actionable advice that resonated with
and inspired the audience. She has a wonderful ease about
her that was very inviting to the attendees, and upon
finishing, she had a lineup of ladies wanting to speak with
her - and she spoke to each one! She was also readily
responsive in all the planning details and was a pleasure to
deal with. Thanks Jo!. We would love Jo to return and
speak at our conference next year.”

“Interest in Jo's topic was high and the attendees were very
engaged, commented on how much they enjoyed Jo's talk
and gave uniformly high ratings on our post- meeting
survey.”
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Jo Ilfeld, PhD
Jo Ilfeld, PhD is an executive leadership
coach who specializes in working with
managers and senior leaders who are
struggling to establish their leadership
presence and visibility. She helps
transform them into confident, effective
leaders with high-performing, cohesive
teams. Once called “bossy” by her 1st
grade teachers, at an early age Jo learned
that there is a difference between real
influence and just telling others what to
do. Now Jo has made it her mission to
cultivate wise and successful leaders in
the business sector. She does this through one-to-one coaching, working with teams,
and her in-demand presentations and workshops.
After graduating from Yale College, Jo got her PhD in Business from UC Berkeley and
then put her business know-how into action; turning a hobby into a million-dollar
business. Jo combines her exclusive systems and powerful coaching style to help her
clients find their optimal work style and reach new levels of visibility and success within
their organizations.
You can download Jo’s free e-book at InciteToLeadership.com.
To up level your next meeting or event, contact Jo at:
Jo Ilfeld, PhD
510.402.6224
jo@incitetoleadership.com
InciteToLeadership.com
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